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Compensation of gravity gradients
and rotations

in precision atom interferometry



Motivation



• Central to Einstein’s equivalence principle.

• Tests of UFF with macroscopic masses:

‣ free fall, lunar laser ranging (LLR)

‣ torsion balance (Ëotvös)

Tests of universality of free fall (UFF)

⌘AB = 2
|gA � gB |
gA + gB

. 10�13 . . . 10�15

BEC.gr Why atoms?.

Why atoms ?

mi = mg

Inertial mass = 
Gravitational mass



• By far the less accurately determined of all fundamental 
constants  (using macroscopic masses).

Measurement of Newton’s gravitational constant G

C and F. Figure 2 shows the data used for the determination of G. Data
were collected in 100 h during one week in July 2013. Each phase mea-
surement was obtained by fitting a 360-point scan of the atom inter-
ference fringes to an ellipse. The modulation of the differential phase
shift produced by the source mass is easily visible and could be resolved
with a signal-to-noise ratio of 1,000 after about one hour. The resulting
value of the differential phase shift is 0.547870(63) rad, and it was from
this that we obtained G. The cylinders produce 97.0% of the measured
differential phase shift, the cylinder supports produce 2.8% (ref. 20) and
the additional moving masses (translation stages, optical rulers, screws)
produce the remaining 0.2%.

The sources of uncertainty affecting the value of G are presented in
Table 1. Positioning errors account for uncertainties in the positions of
the 24 tungsten cylinders along the radial and vertical direction, both
in configuration C and configuration F. Density inhomogeneities in the
source masses were measured by cutting and weighing a spare cylinder20,
and were modelled in the data analysis. Precise knowledge of the atomic
trajectories is of key importance in analysing the experimental results
and deriving the value of G. The velocities of the atomic clouds, and

their positions at the time of the first interferometer pulse, were calibrated
by time-of-flight measurements and by detecting the atoms when they
crossed a horizontal light sheet while moving upwards and downwards.
The Earth’s rotation affects the atom interferometers’ signals because of
the transverse velocity distribution of the atoms. Following the method
demonstrated for a single interferometer23,24, we implemented a tip–tilt
scheme for the mirror retroreflecting the Raman beams in our double
interferometer.

Extracting the value of G from the data involved the following steps:
calculation of the gravitational potential produced by the source masses;
calculation of the phase shift for single-atom trajectories; Monte Carlo
simulation of the atomic cloud; and calculation of the corrections for
the effects not included in the Monte Carlo simulation (Table 1).

After an analysis of the error sources affecting our measurement, we
obtain the value G 5 6.67191(77)(62) 3 10211 m3 kg21 s22. The statis-
tical and systematic errors, reported in parenthesis as one standard devi-
ation, lead to a combined relative uncertainty of 150 p.p.m. In Fig. 3, this
result is compared with the values of recent experiments and Committee
on Data for Science and Technology (CODATA) adjustments. Our value,

Table 1 | Effects, relative corrections and uncertainties considered in our determination of G
Parameter Uncertainty in parameter Relative correction to G (p.p.m.) Relative uncertainty in G (p.p.m.)

Air density 10% 60 6
Apogee time 30ms — 6
Atomic cloud horizontal size 0.5 mm — 24
Atomic cloud vertical size 0.1 mm — 56
Atomic cloud horizontal position 1 mm — 37
Atomic cloud vertical position 0.1 mm — 5
Atom launch direction change C/F 8mrad — 36
Cylinder density homogeneity 1024 91 18
Cylinder radial position 10 mm — 38
Ellipse fit — 213 4
Size of detection region 1 mm — 13
Support platform mass 10 g — 5
Translation stage position 0.5 mm — 6
Other effects — ,2 1

Total systematic uncertainty — — 92
Statistical uncertainty — — 116

Total — 137 148

Uncertainties are quoted as one standard deviation. The third column contains the corrections we applied to account for effects not included in the Monte Carlo simulation. The bias and systematic error from
ellipse fittingareevaluatedbyanumericalsimulationonsyntheticdata.Othereffects includecylindermass, cylinder verticalposition,gravitygradient,gravityacceleration,Ramanmirror tilt, Ramankvectorand timing.
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  NIST-82 Torsion balance

  TR&D-96 Torsion balance

  LANL-97 Torsion balance

CODATA 1998

  UWash-00 Torsion balance

  BIPM-01 Torsion balance

  UWup-02 Simple pendulum 

CODATA 2002

  MSL-03 Torsion balance

  HUST-05 Torsion balance

  UZur-06 Beam balance

CODATA 2006

  HUST-09 Torsion balance

  JILA-10 Simple pendulum

CODATA 2010

  BIPM-13 Torsion balance

 This work Atom interferometry 

G (10–11 m3 kg–1 s–2)

Figure 3 | Comparison with previous results.
Result of this experiment for G compared with the
values obtained in previous experiments and with
the recent CODATA adjustments. Only the
experiments considered for the current CODATA
2010 value, and the subsequent BIPM-13 result, are
included. For details on the experiments and their
identification with the abbreviations used in the
figure, see ref. 3 and the additional references in
Methods.
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• Gravity gradiometry from space (spatial resoultion )

• Observing time evolution of mass distribution with applications 
to geophysics, hydrology, oceanography ...

• Example: ground water depletion and stressed aquifers

Earth observations: mapping Earth’s gravitational field
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Atom interferometry can make a significant contribution
in all these cases

Gravity gradients (and rotations) pose a major challenge
due to the dependence on the initial position and velocity
of the atomic wave packets.

BUT



Outline

1. Motivation

2. Precise gravitational measurements with atom interferometry:

- atom-interferometry-based gravimeters

- long-time interferometry (& microgravity platforms)

3. Challenges in UFF tests due to gravity gradients

4. Overcoming loss of contrast and initial co-location problem

5. Compensation of large rotation rates



Precise gravitational measurements 
with atom interferometry (AI)



AI-based gravimeters
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The evolution of the wave packets can be decomposed 

into two independent aspects:

‣ expansion dynamics of a centered wave packet

‣ central position and momentum which follow classical 

trajectories including the kicks from the laser pulses



AI-based gravimeters
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Quantum Test of the Universality of Free Fall

D. Schlippert,1 J. Hartwig,1 H. Albers,1 L. L. Richardson,1 C. Schubert,1 A. Roura,2 W. P. Schleich,2,3
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We simultaneously measure the gravitationally induced phase shift in two Raman-type matter-wave
interferometers operated with laser-cooled ensembles of 87Rb and 39K atoms. Our measurement yields an
Eötvös ratio of !Rb;K! "0.3# 5.4$ ! 10!7. We briefly estimate possible bias effects and present strategies
for future improvements.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.203002 PACS numbers: 37.25.+k, 03.75.Dg, 04.80.Cc, 06.30.Gv

The universality of free fall (UFF) emerges [1] from the
equality of the inertial and the gravitational mass, which
Hertz [2] already in 1884 called a “wonderful mystery.” In
1915, Albert Einstein made this postulate into one of the
cornerstones of general relativity. Although UFF has been
verified in numerous tests [3,4], today different scenarios
reconciling general relativity and quantummechanics allow
a violation of the UFF. For this reason, more precise tests
are presently pursued [5–7] and new measurement tech-
niques are developed. One intriguing approach consists of
comparing the accelerations of different quantum objects to
a high precision. In this Letter, we report the first quantum
test of the UFF with matter waves of two different atomic
species.
We simultaneously compare the free-fall accelerations

gRb and gK of 87Rb and 39K measured by inertial-sensitive
Mach-Zehnder-type interferometers shown in Fig. 1
employing stimulated two-photon Raman transitions and
extract the Eötvös ratio

!Rb;K ! 2
gRb ! gK
gRb % gK

! 2
"mgr

min
$
Rb

! "mgr

min
$
K

"mgr

min
$
Rb

% "mgr

min
$
K

: (1)

A UFF violation, that is, !Rb;K " 0, yields a difference in
the inertial mass min and gravitational mass mgr of, or an
additional force coupling different to the two species.
There exist two types of quantum tests of UFF. (i) The

first one [8,9] compares the accelerations obtained by
measuring the gravitationally induced phase shift of freely
falling matter waves of neutrons [10] or atoms to the one
measured with classical gravimeters. (ii) The second one,
which is solely of quantum nature, compares this phase
shift for two types of matter waves such as different
rubidium isotopes [11–13] or strontium isotopes [14].
Today, there are numerous initiatives [15–22] on the

way to test the UFF with matter-wave interferometers both
on ground and in microgravity.
Matter-wave tests of the UFF differ from their classical

counterparts in several aspects. (i) The coherence lengths of
these quantum objects differ [23] by orders of magnitude as
compared to classical ones. (ii) Matter waves allow us to
perform both tests of the redshift and of the free fall using
the same species. (iii) Quantum tests are performed with
spin-polarized ensembles, a feature that is only available in
a few specific scenarios outside of matter-wave tests
[14,24–26]. (iv) Experiments with matter waves take
advantage of chemical species of highest istopic purity.
(v) Quantum tests enlarge the set of test-mass pairs
employed, for example, in torsion-balance experiments,

FIG. 1 (color online). Space-time evolution of the rubidium and
potassium atoms in a Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer posi-
tioned in a constant gravitational field pointing downwards.
Coherent Raman processes at t ! 0; T and 2T between the states
jFi ! 1; pi and jFi ! 2; p% ℏkeff;ii, where i is either Rb or K
resulting from the "=2!, "!, and "=2 pulses allow for momen-
tum transfer in the downward (thick lines) and the upward (thin
lines) directions. The difference in the velocity change between
rubidium (black lines) and potassium (red lines) is not to scale.

PRL 112, 203002 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
23 MAY 2014

0031-9007=14=112(20)=203002(5) 203002-1 © 2014 American Physical Society

- simultaneous differential measurement

- common mirror effect of vibration noise 
highly suppressed

- Eötvös parameter:

improved bounds for dilaton models and SME

- Future plans for dedicated space mission:

⌘AB . 10�15

⌘Rb,K < 5 · 10�7

87Rb 39K



Gradiometry and measurements of G

Atom Interferometer Measurement of
the Newtonian Constant of Gravity
J. B. Fixler,1 G. T. Foster,2 J. M. McGuirk,3 M. A. Kasevich1*

We measured the Newtonian constant of gravity, G, using a gravity gradiometer based on atom
interferometry. The gradiometer measures the differential acceleration of two samples of laser-cooled
Cs atoms. The change in gravitational field along one dimension is measured when a well-characterized
Pb mass is displaced. Here, we report a value of G = 6.693 ! 10!11 cubic meters per kilogram
second squared, with a standard error of the mean of ±0.027 ! 10!11 and a systematic error of ±0.021 !
10!11 cubic meters per kilogram second squared. The possibility that unknown systematic errors still
exist in traditional measurements makes it important to measure G with independent methods.

The weak coupling of gravity compared
with other forces makes precision gravity
experiments difficult. This is manifested

in the relatively poor knowledge of the Newto-
nian constant of gravity, G, compared with our
understanding of other fundamental constants
(1). The traditional torsion pendulum method for
measuring G involves a well-characterized
moving source mass that produces a torque on a
test mass attached to a long fiber. Measurement
of the test mass displacement, coupled with
knowledge of the mechanics of the pendulum
and of the source–test mass gravitational force,
determines G. Other recent methods make use of
a Fabry-Perot optical cavity (2), a flexure-strip
balance (3), or a falling corner-cube gravimeter
(4). The first direct precision measurement of G
(5) determined the value of G to 1.1 parts per
thousand (ppt), which remained the standard
definition until 1942 (6), when the precision was
increased to 0.45 ppt. During the past two
decades, a number of high-precision measure-
ments have been performed, but their discrep-
ancies were larger than their standard deviations.
Therefore, the accepted precision remained
relatively unchanged (7, 8). Recently, a few
experiments have claimed to reach to <100 parts
per million (ppm) (9–11).

The inherent difficulty of measuring G was
evident in the change of the Committee on Data
for Science and Technology (CODATA) defini-
tion from 1986 to 1998 (1, 8), increasing the un-
certainty to 1.5 ppt. Part of this increase came
from an 83-ppm measurement in 1996 (11)—
determined with the use of a dynamic fiberless
torsion balance—that differed by 42 standard
deviations from the CODATA value of G at the
time. Questions were raised about the accuracy of

other experiments as well. Also taken into
account in the CODATA decision was a dis-
covery of fiber twist anelasticity (12) in torsion
balance experiments. Not until recently were the
systematics of the experiment by Michaelis et al.
(11) understood (13), resulting in the treatment of
those results as outlier points.

We used quantum interference of atomic Cs
to directly probe the gravitational scalar potential.
The performance of instruments based on this
technique meets or exceeds that of other state-of-
the-art gravity (14) or gravity-gradient (15) de-

vices. In this work, we used a gravity gradiometer
to make a proof-of-principle measurement of
G. We measured the differential acceleration of
two laser-cooled ensembles of atomic Cs in-
duced by a 540-kg Pb source mass precisely
positioned between two vertically separated de
Broglie wave gravimeters. With accurate knowl-
edge of the atomic trajectories and the Pb source
geometry and composition, we calculated the
gravitationally induced phase shift in our atom
interferometer and extracted a value for G. The
accuracy was characterized with a thorough
study of systematics that might influence our
measurement. This method is loosely analo-
gous to that of Schwarz et al. (4), who used
macroscopic masses rather than interfering
atomic wavepackets.

Our gravity gradiometer consists of two gra-
vimeters that operate by the light-pulse atom
interferometry technique (Fig. 1) (16). The mo-
mentum recoil from the emission or absorption of
photons by a Cs atom is used to coherently split
and deflect the atomic wavepackets. A p/2
“splitter” pulse places an atom initially in the
ground state with momentum p into a superposi-
tion of ground and excited states, |g,p!! (|g,p! +
|e,p + !k!)/!2, with the excited state gaining a
photon recoil !k relative to the ground state part
of the wavepacket (k = 2p/l). A “mirror” p pulse
drives an atom from the ground to the excited
state, |g,p! ! |e,p + !k!, imparting a photon
recoil kick, or vice versa, which causes a
stimulated emission of a photon and reduction
of momentum. We applied a p/2-p-p/2 interfer-
ometer sequencewith a pulse separationT (Fig. 2).
The initial p/2 pulse separates the two wave-
packets because of the difference in their mo-
mentum. The p pulse redirects the wavepacket
momentum, causing the two components to over-
lap again at time 2T, when the final p/2 pulse
induces their interference. Momentum recoil
creates different trajectories for the wavepackets
that acquire a relative gravitationally induced
atomic phase shift during the interferometer,

REPORTS

1Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
94305–4060, USA. 2Department of Physics and Astron-
omy, City University of New York, Hunter College, New
York, NY 10021, USA. 3Department of Physics, Simon
Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia, V5A 1S6,
Canada.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experiment. The Raman
beams propagate along a common vertical axis
that contains both atomic ensembles (20).
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Fig. 2. Recoil space diagram of the atoms through
the interferometer showing the separation (exag-
gerated) of the atomic wavepackets (20). A, initial
p/2 pulse; B1, final p/2 pulse (upper trajectory);
B2, final p/2 pulse (lower trajectory); C, p pulse
(upper trajectory); D, p pulse (lower trajectory).
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Fixler et al., Science 315, 74 (2007)

- differential measurement

- common-mode noise suppression

- determination of the gravity gradient

- changing position of well-characterized 

source mass measurement of

Rosi et al., Nature 510, 518 (2014)
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• Higher sensitivity long-time interferometry

• Natural compact set-ups in microgravity platforms 
(freely falling frame)

• Challenges:

‣ growing size of atom cloud BECs, atomic lensing

‣ rotations

‣ gravity gradients   (effects grow cubically with time)

�� = ke↵ a T
2

Long-time interferometry



Microgravity platforms

QUANTUS (5-10 s) MAIUS (6 min) CAL / BECCAL
(several years)

drop tower in Bremen
(> 500 drops)

sounding rocket
(23 Jan 2017)

International Space Station
(2018)

Status: MAIUS 

Stephan Tobias Seidel     19.10.2012 

�g ⇠ 10�5g – 10�6g



• Higher sensitivity long-time interferometry

• Natural compact set-ups in microgravity platforms 
(freely falling frame)
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‣ growing size of atom cloud BECs, atomic lensing

‣ rotations
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• Higher sensitivity long-time interferometry

• Natural compact set-ups in microgravity platforms 
(freely falling frame)

• Challenges:

‣ growing size of atom cloud BECs, atomic lensing

‣ rotations

‣ gravity gradients   (effects grow cubically with time)
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Long-time interferometry



Challenges in UFF tests
due to gravity gradients



• Systematics associated with initial central position & momentum
of the two species can a mimic violation of UFF:

• No limitation in principle, but challenging in practice.

Minimum time for verification set by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle.

Initial co-location

�zz ⇡ 3 · 10�6 s2�g ⇠ �zz �z0 + �zz �v0 T

(time required may exceed
entire mission lifetime)

�z0 . 1 nm

�v0 . 102 pm/s

�g

g
. 10�15

nN �p �z � ~/2



Loss of contrast

• Gravity gradients (tidal forces) lead to open interferometers:

freely falling frame
(Einstein elevator)
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• Relative displacement between interfering wave packets at exit port

 fringe pattern in density profile loss of contrast
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Overcoming loss of contrast
and initial co-location problem



• Phase shift contribution connected with initial co-location directly 
related to :

• Suitable adjustment of laser wavelength of 2nd pulse

�ke↵ =
�
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A. Roura,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 160401 (2017)



• Required single-photon frequency change:

‣ for longer times in space

‣ for moderate times (and higher  )  AOMs may be 
sufficient

• Dependence on the mirror position, but highly suppressed in the 
differential measurement.

Initial co-location as well as loss of contrast
are simultaneously taken care of.

T = 5 s

T = 1 s2n = 50

�⌫ ⇠ 14GHz

�⌫ ⇠ 0.6GHz



• Besides tests of UFF,  application to gradiometry measurements:
 (relaxing coupling of static to initial-position/velocity jitter & bias)

‣ mapping of Earth’s gravitational field from space

‣ accurate measurements of 

‣ gravitational antennas

�

Circumventing Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle in Atom Interferometry
Tests of the Equivalence Principle

Albert Roura
Institut für Quantenphysik, Universität Ulm, Albert-Einstein-Allee 11, 89081 Ulm, Germany

(Received 26 July 2016; published 17 April 2017)

Atom interferometry tests of universality of free fall based on the differential measurement of two
different atomic species provide a useful complement to those based on macroscopic masses. However,
when striving for the highest possible sensitivities, gravity gradients pose a serious challenge. Indeed, the
relative initial position and velocity for the two species need to be controlled with extremely high accuracy,
which can be rather demanding in practice and whose verification may require rather long integration times.
Furthermore, in highly sensitive configurations gravity gradients lead to a drastic loss of contrast. These
difficulties can be mitigated by employing wave packets with narrower position and momentum widths, but
this is ultimately limited by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. We present a promising scheme that
overcomes these problems by compensating the effects of the gravity gradients and circumvents the
fundamental limitations due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Furthermore, it relaxes the experimental
requirements on initial colocation by several orders of magnitude.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.160401

The equivalence principle is a cornerstone of general
relativity and Einstein’s key inspirational principle in his
quest for a relativistic theory of gravitational phenomena.
Experiments searching for small violations of the principle
are being pursued in earnest [1] since they could provide
evidence for violations of Loretnz invariance [2] or for
dilaton models inspired by string theory [3], and they could
offer invaluable hints of a long sought underlying funda-
mental theory for gravitation and particle physics. A central
aspect that has been tested to highprecision is the universality
of free fall (UFF) for test masses. Indeed, torsion balance
experiments have reached sensitivities at the 10!13 g level [4]
and it is hoped that this can be improved 2 orders of
magnitude in a forthcoming satellite mission [5].
An interesting alternative that has been receiving increas-

ing attention in recent years is to perform tests of UFF with
quantum systems and, more specifically, using atom inter-
ferometry. Instead of macroscopic test masses these kinds of
experiments compare the gravitational acceleration experi-
enced by atoms of different atomic species [6–10]. They offer
a valuable complement to traditional tests with macroscopic
objects because a wide range of new elements with rather
different properties can be employed, so that better boundson
models parametrizing violations of the equivalence principle
can be achieved even with lower sensitivities to differential
accelerations [8,11]. Furthermore, given the different kind of
systematics involved, they could help to gain confidence in
eventual evidence for violations of UFF.
By using neutral atoms prepared in magnetically insensi-

tive states and an appropriate shielding of the interferometry
region, one can greatly suppress the effect of spurious forces
acting on the atoms, which constitute excellent inertial
references [12–14]. State of the art gravimeters based on

atom interferometry can reach a precision of the order of
10!9g in 1 sec [15] and aremainly limited by thevibrations of
the retroreflecting mirror. When performing simultaneous
differential interferometry measurements for both species
and sharing the retroreflecting mirror (as sketched in Fig. 1),
common-mode rejection techniques can be exploited to
suppress the effects of vibration noise and enable higher
sensitivities for themeasurement of differential accelerations
[7,16–19]. Thus, although tests of UFF based on atom
interferometry have reached sensitivities up to 10!8g so
far, there are already plans for future space missions that aim
at sensitivities of 10!15g [20,21] by exploiting the longer
interferometer times available in space and the fact that the
sensitivity scales quadratically with the time.

FIG. 1. Sketch of an atom interferometry setup for differential
acceleration measurements of two different atomic species.
The various laser beams driving the diffraction processes for
both species share a common retroreflection mirror so that
vibration noise is highly suppressed in the differential phase-
shift measurement.

PRL 118, 160401 (2017) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

21 APRIL 2017

0031-9007=17=118(16)=160401(5) 160401-1 © 2017 American Physical Society
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• Experimental demonstration for gradiometry measurements (Florence):

    

• Atomic fountain experiments in Stanford’s 10-meter tower : 

‣ gravity-gradient compensation scheme 

successfully implemented

‣ very effective in overcoming the

initial-colocation problem

‣ key ingredient in efforts to test UFF

with atom interferometry at level10�14

G. D’Amico et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 253201 (2017)

Overstreet et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. (2018)



• One can use the technique to cancel the effect of static 
gravity gradients in measurement of time-dependent ones.

• Also for measurements of static gravity gradients insensitive
to initial position & velocity:

Gradiometry & determination of G

(application to determination of )G

G. D’Amico et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 253201 (2017)

vanishing gradiometry phase for

2

the main systematic e↵ects. Finally, in section 5, conclu-
sions and prospects for experimental determination to-
wards 10�6 level are presented.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

In figure 1 a sketch of the experimental apparatus is
reported.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experiment. Two atomic samples are
trapped and cooled in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and
sequentially launched towards the interferometric region. A
measurement of the local gravity gradient is performed by a
Raman interferometry scheme. When local gravity anomalies
are far enough (Far configuration, left side), the gravity accel-
eration profile given by the Earth is almost perfectly linear.
The same condition can be also realized by using a proper
shaped source mass that surrounds the atomic sensor (Close
configuration, right side). The value of the gravity constant
can be retrieved by measuring the corresponding modulation
of the gravity gradient.

Here we consider a gravity gradiometer that consists in
a pair of thermal clouds of 87Rb launched from a MOT
with standard moving molasses technique and simulta-
neously interrogated by a sequence of three counter-
propagating Raman pulses. Comprehensive description
of this well-established technologies can be found in lit-
erature [10, 11] and therefore we will not provide here
any experimental details about them. The motivation of
such instrument choice lies in the intention to keep the
system as simple as possible. Further e↵orts to improve
the atomic source may be spent to push the measurement
below the 10�5 limit.

The basic idea is to modulate the value of the gravity
gradient of the Earth (Figure 1, left side, “Far” config-
uration) with a properly designed source mass (Figure

1, right side, “Close” configuration). From the resulting
gravity gradient variation ��, evaluated with the zero
phase shift technique, it will be possible to retrieve the
value of G, in a similar way to what was done in [5].
Globally, Earth’s gravity gradient �

E

is expected to
be quite constant in function of the elevation h. Ac-
cording to the free-air correction formula, the second or-
der coe�cient is ' h/R

T

smaller then �
E

, where R
T

is
the Earth’s radius [12]. Locally, the acceleration profile
can be easily warped by nearby objects and local gravity
anomalies. However we can roughly set a requirement on
acceleration linearity according to our ability to control
the atomic sample vertical coordinate z. Let us suppose
to have a jittering �z ' 1 mm and to be in presence of a
spherical anomaly (radius R, density contrast �⇢) placed
below the instrument at distance r. It can be easily found
that
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imposing ��/�
E

= 10�5 and taking �⇢ = 2 ⇥ 103

kg/m3, we can set some upper limits on the anomaly
size. For instance, for r = 1, 5, 10 and 50 m we have
R = 0.2, 2, 4.5 and 38.6 m, while R ' r at r = 100
m. We can conclude that the apparatus must be placed
su�ciently far from underground structures and aquifers,
while regional scale anomalies can be ignored. A ground-
based gravity survey can also help to careful characterize
the area. It is interesting to point out that the largest
mass anomaly in the experiment could be represented by
the source mass itself, which must be vertically displaced
far enough from the interferometer area in order to actu-
ally realize the Far configuration.
In order to synthesize an additional linear gravity gra-

dient to probe, a proper source mass geometry must be
selected. Moreover, the shape should be as simple as
possible, in order to simplify the machining process. A
hollow cylinder produces along its vertical axis an accel-
eration profile with a good degree of linearity (see Figure
1, right part), once proper dimensions and material have
been selected. In the following we are going to define such
parameters, according to the requirements on statistical
and systematic errors.

III. STATISTICS

As mentioned before, the key point of the method relies
in determining the zero phase shift condition, at which
corresponds, according to equation 2 and 3, a given fre-
quency jump�⌫0 = c�ke↵,0/4⇡. A naive way to perform
such operation is to measure two gradiometric phases
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Compensation
of large rotation rates



• Compensation of rotations with a tip-tilt mirror
       as seen from a non-rotating frame:



• Tip-tilt mirror leads to change in
along the longitudinal direction:

• It can be compensated with following 
change for the second pulse:

ke↵

�ke↵ ⇡ � (1/2)(⌦T )2 ke↵

k0e↵
ke↵ ! k0e↵ = cos(⌦T ) ke↵



• Compensation of rotations with a tip-tilt mirror
       as seen from a non-rotating frame:
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• Tip-tilt mirror leads to change in
along the longitudinal direction:

• It can be compensated with following 
change for the second pulse:

ke↵
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ke↵ ! k0e↵ = cos(⌦T ) ke↵



• Simultaneous compensation of gravity gradients
and large rotation rates:

z

t

ke↵ ke↵

ke↵ +�ke↵

ke↵ +�ke↵

ke↵

�ke↵ =
�
�zz T
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�
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• Quantitative example for BECCAL

‣ ISS’s angular velocity and gravity gradient:

‣ required frequency change for  :

(partial cancellation)

�⌫ ⇡ 1.5GHz

� ⇡ 2.5⇥ 10�6 s�2

T = 2.6 s

⌦ISS ⇡ 1.13mrad/s



Conclusion



• Gradiometry and tests of UFF based on AI can provide a 
useful complement to those based on macroscopic masses.

• Gravity gradients pose a great challenge in practice as well as 
an ultimate limitation from HUP due to:

‣ initial co-location of the two species

‣ loss of contrast

• I have presented a novel scheme that can simultaneously 
overcome both difficulties.

• It can be combined with a tip-tilt mirror to compensate large 
rotation rates.
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